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 Currently, Biometrics has been utilized the top five modality of face, voice, 
IRIs, fingerprint, and palm to identify individuals. Comparatively, these 
Biometrics systems need complex computation to be slow and an easy target 
to hack. Alternatively, this work proposes a novel biometrics system of highly 
secured recognition with low computation time using specifically designed 
biometrics sensor. Consequently, finger vein recognition has been developed. 
Although, this recognition requires high point of safety measures comes with 
its individual experiments. The most prominent one being the vein pattern is 
very difficult to extract because finger vein images are constantly low in 
quality, seriously hampering the feature extraction and classification stages. 
Sophisticated algorithms need to be designed with the conventional hardware 
for capturing finger-vein images is modified by using red Surface Mounted 
Diode (SMD) leds. For capturing images, Canon 750D camera is used with 
micro lens. The integrated micro lens gives better quality images, and with 
some adjustments it can also capture finger print. Results have been 
comparatively improvement for SDUMLA-HMT database and extensively 
evaluated with k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. The (KNN) algorithm is 
a simple, easy-to-implement supervised machine learning algorithm that can 
be used to solve both classification and regression problems. KNN 
calculations are highly accurate in test data. Using stratified 6- fold analysis 
on all fingers of all hands in collected database, a maximum accuracy of 100% 
was achieved with an EER of 0% when select right hand and middle finger, 
based on the analysis of the 106 persons present in the data set. Many 
approaches have been used to optimize vein image quality. The proposed 
system has optimum results as compared to existing related works. The work 
novelty is due to the hardware design of the sensor within the finger-vein 
recognition system to obtain, simultaneously, finger vein and finger print at 
low cost, unlimited users for one device and open source. 
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1. Introduction 
Bio-metric means measurement of body anatomic characteristics. These characteristics are either extrinsic or 
intrinsic. Extrinsic characteristic includes fingerprint, retina, iris scans, facial and hand patterns, gait, voice 
analysis, signature and intrinsic characteristic are finger-vein patterns, DNA.  
These characteristics vary from person to person [1] [2] [3].  
Bio-metric measures are also used for personal security authentication. In fingerprint scan, fingerprint 
impression of a person is recorded optically and stored which is later used for identity verification. Retinal 
scan records patterns of blood vessels of retina. In iris scanning pattern of iris is captured and used for 
verification. In face verification system, facial features are captured for verification. Deoxyribonucleic acid 
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(DNA) is hereditary material in humans. It is a helix structure found in every cell and almost every cell has 
same DNA composition, and unique from person to person. It is also used for person verification process. In 
finger-vein verification method, finger-vein pattern is captured and used for verification [4] [5] [6] [ 7]. In 
finger vein recognition method, images of the finger vein patterns are captured and then matched with the 
previously obtained data. The patterns of finger vein are captured by exposing finger to near infrared  (NIR) 
light emitting diode light. The hemoglobin in the blood vessels absorbs this light and a camera records the 
image. The near infrared light which is absorbed appears black in image while the rest of the finger appears 
white. The image is then digitized for processing.  The distance between skin and veins is very important. If 
the distance is large, the image created will be very noisy, and recognition of the pattern will be very hard[8] 
[9] [10].Bio-metric systems based on vein recognition are not  only for fingers, but are also used to recognize 
vascular properties of retina, face and hands. This method has been successful in receiving the attention of 
masses due to its high authentication accuracy and as the pattern is invisible, which makes it very hard to be 
spoofed. The typical framework of the biometric finger vein recognition (FVR) system is presented in(see 
figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1. Finger-vein recognition process [11] 
2. Database 
The main problem in finger-vein recognition is to remove noise from the acquired images, and to do recognition in 
shortest amount of time. This can be achieved by optimizing the hardware to acquire good quality images and by 
optimizing the image processing techniques [6] [7].  
In this paper finger-vein recognition system is optimized by developing a novel way for image capturing in the hardware 
of the device, and the acquired images are processed  by enhancing the finger-vein recognition stages, that evaluates a set 
of enhancement stages for finger vein enhancement that not only has low computational complexity but also high 
distinguishing power.  
The amount of light that will be delivered by infrared led will vary according to thickness of finger.The main problem in 
finger-vein recognition is to remove noise from the acquired images, and to do recognition in shortest amount of time. 
This can be achieved by optimizing the hardware to acquire good quality images and by optimizing the image processing 
techniques. 
 In this research finger-vein recognition system is optimized by developing a novel way for image capturing in the 
hardware of the device, and the acquired images are processed  by enhancing the finger-vein recognition stages, that 
evaluates a set of enhancement stages for finger vein enhancement that not only has low computational complexity but 
also high distinguishing power.  
To evaluate our algorithm, we collected   database by proposed device . A number of people who take part is one 
hundred  (100). The format of images of vein is .jpg. Of each person, images of both two hands were taken. Data of three 
fingers were collected i.e. index, middle and ring fingers for each hand and for each finger, 6 samples were obtained as 
shown in(see  figure 2 and table 1). 
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Table 1. Database of a finger vein 
Parameter Information 
Total persons 100 
Hands per person 2 
Fingers per hand 3 
Images per finger 6 
Image resolution 910x603 
Image format JPG 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Database-sample data 
3. Finger vein sensor  
In this research the conventional hardware for capturing finger-vein images is modified by using red Surface 
Mounted Diode (SMD) leds on both sides, instead of near-infrared leds. For  capturing images, Canon 750D 
camera is used with micro lens. The integrated micro lens gives better quality images, and with some 
adjustments it can also capture finger print. The canon camera used for image capturing can be replaced by 
mobile camera. The SMD leds that are used have better illumination. The objective of this paper is to increase 
accuracy and efficiency of finger-vein recognition by reducing the processing time. To achieve this goal, the 
hardware of finger-vein recognition device is modified by using SMD leds instead of near-infrared leds, and a 
micro lens is integrated with the camera to improve images quality by generating high quality images. Finger 
vein sensor as shown in (see figure 3). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3. (a) Image capturing device  (b) Sample of finger-vein image 
 
4. Methodlogy 
Finger-vein recognition is a interesting job because it gives the low quality of images due to distorted vein 
patterns and vein substances and irregular illumination which reduces the efficiency of the Finger Vein 
recognition method. In this way, it is important to increase the nature of finger vein images for finger vein 
recognition system. To achieve effective recognition performance, the image acquired is preprocessed in 
different stages. The algorithm is evaluated as following : 
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4.1 The region of interest (ROI) of the finger vein image must be segmented and the nature of finger vein 
image enhancement must be assessed. To do this localization, the filter that is used is mask filter which 
follows the procedure as [12] [13]. The database image is then cropped by keeping the portion of only finger 
region  as shown in(see figure 4) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4. (a) Database image, (b) Cropped finger 
 
4.2 Gamma correction 
Using Gamma correction, brightness of the cropped finger is enhanced [14] [15]. Manipulating the pixels non-
linearly, enhances the dynamic range of pixel intensities. It is obtained by minimizing the homogeneity of co- 
occurrence matrix [16] [17]. It raises the quality of image effectively by steering the average brightness of an 
image in the direction desired. In proposed algorithm, it was observed that if gamma parameter is kept to be 2, 
it gives most optimum  results as shown in the image in (see figure 5). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5. (a) An image after gamma correction, (b) An image after sharpening 
 
4.3 Fuzzy histogram equalization 
 After getting high quality images, fuzzy histogram equalization is used to enhance veins illumination 
stages. Dynamic fuzzy histogram equalization does not affect the brightness [18]and it gives the histogram 
image in a way that in mapping  of peaks does not arise again. The values of histogram are spread again in 
a uniform way between valley similar areas of two serial peaks [18].In the figure 6 The image after fuzzy 
histogram equalization and image histogram. 
 
(a)  
(b) 
Figure 6. (a) An image after histogram equalization, (b) An image histogram 
4.4 Median filtering 
Median filtering is a non-linear process. To remove the impulsive and salt-and-pepper noise, median filtering 
is done on the image. It smoothly removes noise and preserves the edge-information. Strength of median filter 
depends upon window size [19] [20] [21](see in figure 7). 
 
Figure 7. An image after median filter enhancement 
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5. Feature extraction 
For feature extraction from images, histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and hierarchical centroid shape 
descriptor methods are used. Both enhancement stages are evaluated with K Nearest Neighbor and Deep 
Neural Networks using 6 fold stratified cross validation[22] [23] [24] [25] [26]. 
The proposed solution framework for solving the challenges of the finger vein pattern using k-mean 
classification technique is proposed. The proposed algorithm evaluates the quality of the enhanced vein image, 
which produces improved vein features. The proposed approach efficiently classifies the finger vein pattern 
based on the extracted features, and improves finger vein recognition system [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32]. 
 
6. Results  
The computational time for each phase of the proposed enhancement methods is shown in (see table 2) below. 
 
Table 2. Average computational time per step for proposed method 
Preprocessing phases of proposed method  Average time taken 
(seconds) 
finger detection 0.0072 
gamma correction 0.0011 
image sharpening 0.0036 
fuzzy histogram equalization 0.0041 
median filtering 0.0059 
total time 0.0219 
An extensive evaluation of the algorithm was implemented.  The mix finger type and hand type was tested for 
each feature extraction method and also for each classifier. In the experiment, it was found that the middle 
finger is the best of all for the considered database of 106 persons. For the experimental results shown below, 
each finger of each hand is taken a distinct set as in (see  figure 8),even if it is of the same person. 
 
 
Figure 8.  GUI for finger recognition and verification 
Results of the proposed algorithm for recognition and verification for middle finger of right hand, left hand and both 
hands are collected in the tables below. For KNN, results are given with HOG, HC and with the feature vector of HOG 
and HC. For DNN, dimensions of combined HOG and HC were first reduced (to be equal to 15) using Generalized 
Discriminant Analysis (GDA) [33], before giving them for classification. The cause for this is that data samples per class 
were limited and DNN must work best on wide-ranging of data whose feature length is not more than the total available 
samples.  
Table 3 . Results of KNN with right hand, middle finger 
Method Accuracy 
(%)  
EER (%) 
Proposed approach using HOG 100 0 
Proposed approach using HC 95.2381 0.22676 
Proposed approach using HOG+HC 
 
100 0 
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Table 4. Results of KNN with left hand, middle finger 
Method Accuracy (%)  EER (%) 
Proposed approach using HOG 80.9524 0.90703 
Proposed approach using HC 90.4762 0.45351 
Proposed approach using HOG+HC 
 
80.9524 0.90703 
 
Table 5. Results of KNN with both Right and Left Hand,      Middle Finger 
Method Accuracy (%)  EER (%) 
proposed approach using  HOG 90.4762 0.45351 
proposed approach using  HC 92.8571 0.34014 
proposed approach using HOG+HC 
 
90.4762 0.45351 
From the above results, it can be decided that KNN gives a better results with right hand with middle finger Reason  that 
have more vein with extensive data. We also achieved analysis of the proposed way using all fingers of both hands (636 
set classification) present in the database for comparison with some state of the art recent benchmarks in this field(see 
table 6). 
Table 6. Results with all fingers of both hands with stratified 6 fold cross validation 
Reference Method Accuracy 
(%)  
EER (%) 
[34] Tri-Branch Vein 
Structure 
Analysis 
           - 3.46 
[10] Anatomy 
Structure 
Analysis 
           - 1.39 
[8] Deformation 
information 
94 0.0268 
[35] Proposed 
approach using 
CHFHE with 
HOG+HC+KNN 
95.8857 0.0123 
[35] Proposed 
approach using 
FHE with 
HOG+HC+KNN 
97.6415 0.0037 
 Proposed 
approach using 
HOG+HG+KNN 
with proposed 
sensor  
100 0 
 
7. Conclusion and future work 
A novel method has been developed of finger vein enhancement for recognition and verification purposes. 
The results obtained from this research to increase accuracy and reduce processing time for finger-vein 
recognition will add a significant contribution in the field of biometrics recognition systems. The approach 
developed in this research has optimum results as compared to previous ones.  
For future work, The developed system may be optimized using some optimization methods [36], 
furthermore, using features vein and finger print in classification and recognition approach.  Convolution 
Neural Networks [37] may efficiently be used to check performance using transfer learning techniques. 
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